SECURITY’S BUSINESS VALUE

Internal Security Operations Analysis

Has Security been asked by the organization to identify and rank security services? Is your organization starting a security program from scratch? Are you asked to reduce Security’s costs by "X%? Does a new boss want to understand the value of the security department within the organization?

*Analyzing* what Security does collectively and how resources are allocated *effectively creates clarity* in Security's contribution to the organization.

*How can SEC help?*

- Assist in identifying and categorizing current security services and FTE time dedicated to each.
- Identify the various risks that these services reduce.
- Rank the criticality of the risk.
- Associate the business units that use the various services.
- Provide guidance on calculating current capacity and any gaps.

*Transformation*

Security leadership and their internal clients are able to make informed decisions relative to optimizing security risk mitigation value, organizational capabilities, costs and efficiencies.

*The Security Executive Council (SEC) is the only research and advisory firm that specializes in corporate security and is comprised of former security executives. We understand the issues and work to solve obstacles to program and leadership success.*

To learn more about Internal Security Operations Analysis or other ways we can collaborate with you, please contact us at contact@secleader.com